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Without tour
resorting to
2
2
88
phone-hacking,
the ‘AP Tourist’ editorial team
brings you the inside track
from APCC’s glorious
74th Kent Tour

Some things never change!
Ever had that feeling that you’ve
been here before?
The members of the De Ja Vu Vu Tour
certainly think they can recall posing for a
photograph on more than one occasion
outside the Springfield at Bounds Green on
the Sunday morning of the second week in
August. It is one of those events that has
been repeated so often, the older tourists
(those who can remember anything) find it
difficult to distinguish one year from any
other.
None of this confusion, however, can dampen
the spirits of the tourists of the 74th Kent Tour
as they devour their traditional pre-Tour breakfast of burgers and champagne, before embarking on the tour which
in its title commemorates that special wind instrument so prominent in the 2010 World Cup - the vuvuzela. Few
realise that this instrument is itself named after the skipper of the West German team in the 1966 World Cup Final.
Led by TM using his piratical crutches following an ankle operation, the tourists face the 2010 trip with
confidence.

TOUR 2010 Tourists and their Nicknames
Chris Bennett - GORDON
Andrew Bessell - WOMBLE
Ben Boccabella - BENSON
Amit Bose - GOOGERS
Dan Buckley - BUCKERS
Mark Campbell - CONDENSED
Derick Cordy - JC
Dave Crank - COSH
Chris Ellis - PHANT
Henry Freestone FLINTSTONE, JNR
John Freestone - FLINTSTONE

Mani Grover - MANGROVE
Erol Hasan - TM
Bryan King - EYETISS
Ricardo Kirton - NOTRIK
Andrew Langston - THE HOERR
Dave Lea - KITTY
Dan Palmer - STUD
Randolph Reid - THE REV
Anthony Shaw - TOINE
Charles Tallamy - BLIND PUGH
Johan Van De Merwe WHITE HORSE

Alistair Wilson - LUMMOX

OFFICIAL TOUR POSTS
Tour Manager:
Erol Hasan
Joint Asst. Tour Managers:
John Freestone,
Bryan King
Anthony Shaw
Tour Accountant:
John Freestone
Assistant Tour Accountant:
Anthony Shaw
Director of Umpiring:
Charles Tallamy

READ ALL ABOUT THE 2010 KENT TOUR IN THIS EDITION OF ‘AP TOURIST’, CONTAINING NEWS, VIEWS AND TOUR STATISTICS BY
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24 players = Sandwich draw
Statisto keeps his figures in order
A chase too far for tired tourists

P3
P6
P8

Honours even in tight game at Tilmanstone
11 men of Kent found who can beat AP
‘The Finer Points’ from Statisto and slow scoring at Chatham House
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Tasty Sandwiches thwart tourists
Bowlers Singh to the batsmen’s tune
You can almost taste the anticipation as the Tour party arrive at the delightful Sandwich Town
ground for the first match of the 2010 Tour. As usual a superb lunch has been prepared by Joy
and is consumed with joy. The keener types then stroll to the nets for some pre-match practice.
Most of the rest sit back, some with pints in
hand, contemplating their full stomachs. Those
due to play start to regret consuming so much
joyous repast when Skipper Toine announces
that AP will be fielding in the hot post-lunch
summer Sandwich sun in what the skippers
agree will be a 12 a side match.
Hopes are high when Toine takes the first wicket
during the fourth over as The Hoeerr, making yet
another Tour pilgrimage from the other side of the
world, clings on to a catch. With Notrik overcoming an
erratic first over to play a fine containing role, Toine
strikes again in the tenth over with a caught and
bowled to despatch the other opener, leaving our hosts
on an unsteady 34-2. That is as good as it gets, because
the next pair at the crease hammer another 109 in the
next 22 overs, before the Hoerr splits the partnership,
courtesy of a JC catch (143-3). Spirits are lifted even
higher just 4 runs later when Buckers – another tour
pilgrim - clean bowls the remaining high-scoring
partner. With the score on 147-4 and two new
batsmen at the crease, you could have forgiven the
tourists for feeling that the pendulum was well and
truly swinging in their direction. Only trouble is the
next batsman in is Vishaul Singh, Sandwich’s
Guyanese professional who smote 124 against us last
year! Today he plays an equally devastating but,
mercifully, shorter knock. He and his partner add 98 in
10 overs to give Sandwich skipper, Alan Amos the
opportunity to declare with the score on 245-4 in 44
overs. Toine emerges with the only respectable
bowling figures of 2-16 in 7.
After a wonderful tea, Flintstone and Lummox head for
the crease to begin the challenging chase for 246 runs
in what will turn out to be just 41 overs. As ‘they’ say,
“Just do the maths”. Six an over is a hard ask. It
means we have to score at a faster rate than our
opponents. A solid start with a low wicket count will be
essential. After 6 overs, though, our run rate is just 3
per over and Flintstone is run out! 10-1 is not the best
of platforms and when this becomes 27-2 following the
departure of Lummox, the platform becomes decidedly
slippery. JC and Gordon steady the ship for a while as
they bring the total to 58-2, but when Gordon is run
out after 18 overs, the platform disintegrates and the

Debs, Jenny, Chris, Rita’s mum and Rita form the send-off
party at the Springfield on Sunday.

requirement of a further 188 from 23 overs looks
beyond us. There are no more meaningful partnerships,
with no batsmen playing themselves in. Only Womble
(23) and Buckers (24) make any demands on the
scorers and securing a draw is the only target
available. This is achieved by virtue of the 12-a-side
format and the final pairing of Notrik and The Hoerr
bat out the last two overs leaving our total on an
interesting 147-10 in a drawn game.
The gin, beer and lager flows freely during the
evening and both sides enjoy a wonderful exchange
of songs. The tour committee decide not to award a
BHM since no AP performance warrants
consideration for this highly coveted commendation.
The real highlight on the field is the award to
Gordon of his Tour cap for achieving ten tours.
With some hilarity the Duck Tie is tied round the
neck of Flintstone who, in the remarkable absence
of any AP ducks today, receives it by virtue of a
duck last year! Eventually at a late hour, the coach
takes a tired, inebriated but happy bunch of tourists
back to Cliftonville. Some tourists opt for the
delightful food at the Golden Curry. Others aim for
the kebab shop. The rest choose to collapse into
their beds to get in a couple of hours sleep.
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White Horse charges - the fielders scatter
ATM’s battle plans win the day at Belnor
The road to Sittingbourne for the traditional Monday fixture with Belnor is a long one,
giving the tourists an extra opportunity to sleep off their hangovers.
A successful toss by ATM Flintstone sees AP taking first use of the willow and with a stronglooking batting line up, hopes are high. Just as yesterday the first wicket falls when Flintstone
(30) is run out. The difference is we are on 102 (and not 15) when it happens! His partner White
Horse, continues the assault on the Belnor bowlers by hitting a fine 81 before being caught. The
following batsmen all continue the run-scoring pattern with Gordon hitting 33, The Rev 34, The
Cosh 22no and The Hoerr 12no. The declaration at 242-5 – a lesson in tour declarations –
comes after a mere 40 overs, leaving the oppo even more overs (approx 42) to obtain a win.
After an excellent tea the policy is attack, attack and if that doesn’t work. . attack. With fielders
around the bat, the batsmen have plenty of spaces to score. However, opening with spin (Buckers)
and medium pace (Googers), Belnor find it hard to despatch the tight bowling of this pair. It’s not
long before each of them bag a wicket to leave our hosts on 15-2. Buckers goes on to secure
another two victims and at 34-2 an AP win or a draw look the only possibilities. The introduction
of the quicker bowling of Toine and Mangrove proves fatal for Belnor and the two of them finish
the game off with the home team scoring just 98 runs. Buckers takes 3-31 in 9, Googers 1-16 in 7.
Toine 3-31 in 7 and Mangrove a devastating 3 for 12 in 5.
The Big Head Medal goes to White Horse for his
batting and the Duck Tie is annexed by Flintstone,
whose award is carried over from the day before!
Following a splendid session of drinking, singing
and eating barbecue food by kind courtesy of our
hosts, we make another late return to base. A
variety of post fixture venues are selected by the
tourists, including restaurants, cafes and the
casino. TM insists on a 5.00am curfew so all are
fit for the following day’s fixture at Dover
Rangers.

Tizzes of the Day!
Sunday
Notrik: Bowling like
Stevie Wonder
Googers: Causing consternation in the field
by sending out Morse Code messages.
Monday
Eyetiss: Forgetting he was fielding
Blind Pugh:
A sneak preview of the new Tour blazers, modelled by
Gradders, Eyetiss and Lummox at the recent Blazers
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All the relevant
statistics from the 74nd Tour
compiled by Statisto
BATTING
Averages above 20 (min 2 ins)
Ins NO* HS
Mangrove
2
0
78
White Horse
5
0
81
Lummox
4
0
66
Beaver
4
0
53
Notrik
3
1
44
The Hoerr 4
2
34 49

Runs
98
183
120
113
50
24.5

BOWLING
Averages (20 or less, min 10 overs)
Ovs MdnsRuns Wks
Mangrove
17.2 6
51 5
Buckers
27 2
156 8
White Horse
18 1
65 3
Toine
26 2
110 5
22

Ave
49
36.6
30
28.25
25

Tizzes of the Day!
Tuesday
Lummox: Only catching off no balls.
TM: Being pushed aound the ground in
a customised wheelchair.
Wednesday:
Blind Pugh: Still working for MI6.
Stud: Bodyline bowling.
Thursday
White Horse: Belittling his size by not
managing to eat his burger at lunch.

Ave
10.2
19.5
21.66*

FIELDING
Catches (2 or more)
Stumpings (all)
Womble 4
Eyetiss
1
The Cosh 2
The Rev 2
(21 in all)
Above is an impressive line-up
of the tourists in 2010 t-shirts
outside the Gore Court pavilion.
Left, however, is an equally
impressive rear view of the
same, showing the individual
nicknames. Two tourists,
though, felt they did not want the
paparazzi to get a shot of their
backsides.
Or are they all at prayer?
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AP snatch draw from winning position
Fine home declaration leads to cliffhanger
Using every ounce of his tour and map-reading experience, ATM Eyetiss manages to navigate the
tour party to the rural Kentish backwater of Eyethorne (which rumour has it was named after one
of his ancestors who had reputedly pricked his thumb with a
thorn while fielding). These days, the Tilmanstone Welfare
ground in this delightful village is the venue for our Tuesday
fixture.
A quick survey of the opposition reveals a number of the old
Dover club members who used to face us on Tour Tuesday at the
historic old Crabble ground, including old foe Graham Mart,
whose hard-hitting batting and accurate medium pace regularly
thwarted many an AP victory march. The Rangers bat first and
look well settled on 58 without loss. Notrik and Googers (on his
favourite track) fail to make any impression on the stumps, but
plenty on the bats. It is another R. Reid (not the Reverend) who is
the first wicket to fall – secured by the deceptive swing of White
Horse. Mangrove is also performing well at this point and runs
are hard to come by off his bowling. When our hosts have taken
their score to 77 in the 19th over Mangrove takes the second
wicket. The home team bat steadily on and are 99 when Lummox
removes another batsman. Within 4 balls another wicket falls –
this time to Flintstone Jnr. Unfortunately, that is the extent of our Using a customised wheelchair, including
cricket bat as leg support, Eyetiss wheels
wicket-taking and the Rangers bat on with a flourish, hitting 81 in White Horse from the Tilmanstone Welfare
11 overs before making another fine declaration (after ours
field for emergency treatment.
yesterday) on 182-5. Pick of our bowling is Mangrove (1-11 in
6.2, inc 4 maidens) ad White Horse (1 for 18 in 4).
For the second day in succession, the side batting second can expect more overs than their opponents
following sensible declarations. Today, however, this will lead to a tight and exciting match. Despite
losing 2 wickets in 7 overs and only 26 on the board, the Tourists dig in and The Rev and Gordon take
the score to 53 before Gordon goes for a resolute 15. The Rev is joined by Mangrove and they put on a
further 39 before our chaplain is bowled. Benson then walks to the crease with determination written all
over him. He finds time to wash the lettering off before joining Mangrove in an assault on the Dover
bowling. They add 72 in 12 overs of fine stroke play, leaving AP in sight of victory with 22 needed in 4
overs and with 7 wickets in hand. Sadly, Benson is clean bowled and Womble follows 1 run later. The
equation is now 20 required with 27 balls left and 4 wickets remaining. The biggest blow to our chase
comes when Mangrove is dismissed for a fine 78 with 13 balls left and 7 required. With 3 wickets left we
are still very much in the driving seat, but with only 4 runs added in the final 2 overs and Notrik run out
going for glory, we have to settle for a draw – just 3 short of victory – and the distinct feeling of having
snatched a draw from the jaws of victory!
It was a fne finish to an excellent match and the post-match rituals live up to the play on the field.
Another barbecue and more meat and veg is devoured by voracious tourists. The BHM is won by
maiden tourist, Mangrove for a fine all-round display and Flintstone is relieved of the Duck Tie,
courtesy of a duck from another maiden tourist, Womble. Our hosts, Dover Rangers and the fine
backroom support from the Tilmanstone Welfare club make it a wonderful tour day.
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AP cut to the chase - but don’t chase

Last wicket heroics fail to stave off defeat at Gore Court
Stick ‘em in and chase seems to be becoming a
mantra for our skippers these days and insertion
is precisely what Benson decides after inspecting
the customary good-looking Gore Court strip.
AP put their fielding gear on while several of
today’s
non-players
embark
upon
a
circumnavigatory perambulation of the field
before sidling off across the busy A2 to that
alcoholic oasis known as ‘The Long Hop’.
After 8 overs Benson is thinking he has made the
right decision when an aggressive Mangrove
removes an opener making the score 27-1. In the
meantime Stud also is making life difficult for the
batsmen and the Gore Court pair do well to survive
until the 19th over before he clean bowls the No 3.
Unfortunately, following a number of bowling
changes, essential in tour cricket, our hosts get
away, putting on 153 for the 3rd wicket. This
enables them to have a thrash with wickets in hand,
with the result that they are able to post a very
competitive 276-8 after 48 overs. Not that Gore
Court have it all their own way, as Buckers rips
through the middle and late middle order, whilst
The Hoerr, using all his wiles, remove our host’s
top scorers – for 148 ad 78 respectively. For a
change, the lunch interval does not affect us in the
field, with 6 wickets taken by AP bowlers and
fielders with full stomachs.

Skipper Benson struggles to get a good knot on
The Cosh’s duck tie, much to Eyetiss’s amusement.

and the game is lost. The route is simple enough –
no run outs, defend the good balls and if it is
safer to play an attacking stroke off a bad ball –
do it and dent the confidence of the bowlers, who
with one exception surround the bat. The strategy
is working and over after over are seen off. Gore
Court change their bowlers in an attempt to
unsettle our valiant pair. With the partnership 12
overs long Eyetiss nicks one to short leg and the
game is lost. He makes 8 in 45 balls and
Googers earns a marathon 44 ball duck. It would
have been tragic (but extremely funny) had this
near match-saving knock earned him the duck tie,
but fortunately The Cosh had annexed that
ignominious award just an hour earlier.

Our reply is beginning to please skipper, Benson, as
White Horse and Lummox start very solidly, putting
on 77 before our ox of the lum variety is caught for
30. That opening stand, however, is the peak of our
batting for the day. None of our middle are able to
put a meaningful stand together as wicket after
wicket tumbles without the scorer losing too much
ink from his variety of coloured pens. Only White
Horse (44) and Mangrove (20) make the sort of
contribution necessary to chase down 276. It is left
to the tail to try to extend our innings to 55 overs The celebrations begin and the Gore Court bar
is jumping. The tour choir are in particularly
and the consequent draw.
fine voice and the inevitable games of ‘stumps’
th
After 33 overs, though, our 9 wicket falls and provides great entertainment. At a late hour,
Eyetiss marches to the crease with the intention of the coach departs for distant Cliftonville
surviving for 102 balls with Googers – a very carrying tired, inebriated but happy tourists.
difficult task under the circumstances. One mistake
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Massive total beyond tourists’ reach
AP settle for a draw at Dumpton
Despite the traditional hiccup or two, the navigation team manages to get the tour party
to Dumpton Park for Pimms in front of the Broadstairs CC pavilion, courtesy of The
Hoerr.
Our hosts are successful with the toss and opt to bat first. After two wickets fall inside the first 7
overs, this is looking like the wrong decision. A party of tourists walk around the ground and
disappear down a woodland path in the direction of ‘The Brown Jug’ and enjoy several pints of
delicious IPA, accompanied by cheese and biscuits kindly supplied by Jenny. Meanwhile, back
at Dumpton Park Stud is looking mighty quick and Notrik is punishing the batsmen from the
other end to the value of 2 wickets. Broadstairs are reeling with only 23 on the board. 140 runs
later they have taken complete command. Even the loss of a further wicket does not prevent
them from piling up a massive score. When their centurion, Mr Denning is snapped up by
Flintstone Jnr, the score has soared to 245-4. Broadstairs continue batting for a further 8 overs
racking up a total of 282-4 in 55 overs. For a tired touring team this is a daunting total, with the
minor share of the overs to get them in. Notrik takes 2-33 in 9 and The Hoerr 2-36 in 6.4 overs.
A solid start is the minimum required and that is not what is obtained when Flintstone succumbs
in the 7th over – 13-1. A recovery of sorts is achieved by Gordon and The Rev, who take the score
to 56 before The Rev (16) departs for the pavilion. The two further wickets of Womble and
Condensed make life difficult, although all is not lost as Gordon is still there as we go into the last
twenty overs on 97-4. 186 does not look realistic with over 9 an over needed. With the sore on 114,
Gordon is caught and bowled for a useful 53, but we are unable to raise the scoring rate to the now
-required figure of 10 per over. With the game dead, the batsmen try to enjoy themselves as they
comfortably achieve a draw, finishing well behind on 216-8. Later highlights of the innings
include a fine partnership of 58 between The Hoerr (34) and Notrik (44) and a brief cameo of 16
by Buckers, before he is run out.
There is far more action
in the bar, however, with
a variety of games
following the tour choir’s
performance. Yet another
late night ensues and this
becomes even later as
tourists peel off into the
night to attend a variety
of
venues
including
restaurants, casinos, clubs
and the Broadstairs Folk
Week.

The 2010 Tour Party on
parade outside the
Broadstairs pavilion.
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The Finer Points

- by Statisto

Sunday, August, 8th:
Sandwich Town 245-4 (Toine 2-16)
AP 147-10* (JC 27, Womble 23)
DREW
BHM: Not awarded
Duck Tie: Flintstone (carried over
from previous year!)
Monday, August 9th:
AP 242-4 (White Horse 81, The Rev
34, Gordon 33, Cosh 22no)
Belnor 98 (Mangrove 3-12, Toine 331, Buckers 3-31)
WON
BHM: White Horse
Duck Tie: Flintstone
Tuesday, August 10th:
Dover Rangers 184-5 (Mangrove
1-11)
AP 183-8 (Mangrove 78, Benson
31)
DREW
BHM: Mangrove
Duck Tie: Womble
Wednesday, August 11th:
Gore Court 276-8 (Buckers 4-51,
The Hoerr 2-60)
AP 141 (White Horse 44, Lummox
30)
LOST
BHM: Buckers
Duck Tie: The Cosh
Thursday, August 12th:
Broadstairs 283-6 (Notrik 2-33)
AP 216-8 (Beaver 53, Notrik 44,
The Hoerr 34)
DREW
BHM: Notrik
Duck Tie: Stud
Friday, August 13th:
AP 178-4
(Lummox 66, White Horse 40,
Flintstone 20)
Old Ruymians 180-4
(White Horse 2-36)
LOST
BHM: Lummox
Duck Tie: Stud

Last day defeat at ORs
Slow scoring sets up tourists’ demise
When TM and Eyetiss arrive at
Chatham
House,
having
completed
essential
tour
business, they are delighted to
find that today’s skipper,
Lummox and Flintstone have got
the AP innings off to a fine start,
in stark contrast to the rest of
the week.
It is not until the 20th over that
Flintstone is bowled for 20. Toine It’s all too much for Notrik who
briefly partners Lummox before relaxes in a happy state of
departing with the score on 107. exhaustion on the coach.
At this point White Horse joins
him and has added a further 30 when Lummox is adjudged to
be lbw for a fine 66. With the scoring rate under 4 an over
we are not looking likely to post a very challenging total, so
the innings is extended a bit to allow White Horse (40) and
Benson (18no) to have a whack. After 47 overs we have only
178 for the loss of just 4 wickets to show for the morning’s
and early afternoon’s work. The slow batting has been
interrupted only, but gloriously, by the traditional ORs meat
and two veg lunch. Lummox declares leaving ORs about 46
overs to make the runs.
For some reason, our hosts don’t find batting at a quick rate
so much of a problem. After only 16 overs they are 90-1 when
tea is taken. When the last hour is called their target is just 49
off the last 20. They coast to victory with 6 wickets in hand, to
become the second side to beat us this year on tour. Only
White Horse with 2-36 in 9 overs is able to stem the run flow
with any significance.
During a great session at The Rose in June, where we are fed and
watered superbly by our hosts, we sing lustily before going out
into the Kentish night air to complete the celebrations of yet
another successful tour on and off the field.

The 90th Anniversary and 75th Alexandra Park CC Tour
of Kent begins in earnest on August 7th. If you would
like to tour or just come down for a day as a supporter,
let TM Flynn know as soon as possible on

07950 686 939.
See club newsletter for details. Editor

